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ON THE CONCEPT OF EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION
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Experimentally, the effective diffusion coefficient of a tracer in compacted bentonite, De, is defined as the
ratio between the steady state flux, j steady-state, and the “external” concentration gradient in a through-
diffusion experiment. By “external” gradient is here meant the difference in tracer concentration, ΔCext,
between the two external reservoirs (which are always a part of this type of experimental set-up) divided
by L, the length of the bentonite sample. Hence j steady-state is written

(1)

where φ is the physical porosity. Furthermore, in most models for ion diffusion in compacted bentonite,
the effective diffusion coefficient is postulated to control ion flux in the clay, i.e. Fick’s first law is written

(2)

where c(x,t) denontes tracer concentration in the clay. However, equations 1 and 2 are only compatible if
concentration continuity can be assumed across the interfaces between the external reservoirs and the
bentonite. It has been argued for that ions in general in compacted bentonite are transported in the
montmorillonite interlayers (Birgersson and Karnland, 2009). For the case of cation tracers this has also
been specifically demonstrated (e.g. Glaus et al., 2008). For an interface between an external solution and
interlayers, the assumption of concentration continuity does not hold.

For the case of cation tracer diffusion then, the usually
large values measured of De should not be associated
with the mobility of ions as is done in equation 2, but
with the large internal concentration gradients which
are induced in these specific experimental set-ups, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The presence of these large
gradients is, in turn, a direct consequence of the cation
tracer experiment design: the clay acts as a “gradient
amplifier” because of the usually large difference in
total concentration between the external solutions and
in the bentonite.

To demonstrate the presented principles, an
experimental set-up is suggested which should show
an induced tracer flux without any “external” tracer
concentration gradient. The set-up is schematically
pictured in Figure 2.

The main conclusion of this consideration is that effec-
tive diffusion coefficients measured in tracer diffusion
experiments do not provide full information for
general modeling of ion transport in compacted bento-
nite. Instead, either effective diffusion coefficients for
all types of chemical environments must be provided,
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of steady state
ionic concentration profiles in a typical cation
tracer through-diffusion experiment. The
selectivity coefficient is put equal to unity,
representing e.g. diffusion of 22Na-tracers in a
pure Na-bentonite. The full blue line
corresponds to total concentration and red
dashed line represent tracer concentration.
The arrow indicates the steady-state flow.
For pure entropic reasons (mixing), the bentonite
acts as a “gradient amplifier” in this particular
configuration. The magnitude of the tracer
concentration is exaggerated in the picture for
illustrative purposes.
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or the ion equilibrium across bentonite/external
solution interfaces should be properly modeled
together with the use of correct internal diffu-
sion coefficients.
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of a suggested “tracer”
diffusion experiment. The selectivity coefficient is put
equal to unity, representing e.g. diffusion of 22Na-
tracers in a pure Na-bentonite. The full blue line
corresponds to total concentration and red dashed line
represent tracer concentration. The arrow indicates the
steady-state flow. The tracer concentration is kept at the
same level in the two external solutions, while a
gradient is maintained in total concentration. Due to the
higher mole fraction of tracers in the right external
solution, an internal tracer gradient is induced. Note
that the tracer flux also is predicted to be directed
opposite to the flux “suggested” by the total
concentration difference in the two external reservoirs.
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